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Abstract
This paper proposes a Virtual Flux Predictive Direct Power Control (PDPC) for a five-level T-type multi-terminal Voltage Source 
Converter High Voltage Direct Current (VSC-HVDC) transmission system. The proposed PDPC scheme is based on the computation of 
the average voltage vector using a virtual flux predictive control algorithm, which allows the cancellation of active and reactive power 
tracking errors at each sampling period. The active and reactive power can be estimated based on the virtual flux vector that makes 
AC line voltage sensors not necessary. A constant converter switching frequency is achieved by employing a multilevel space vector 
modulation, which ensures the balance of the DC capacitor voltages of the five-level t-type converters as well. Simulation results 
validate the efficiency of the proposed control law, and they are compared with those given by a traditional direct power control. 
These results exhibit excellent transient responses during range of operating conditions.
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1 Introduction
The traditional way of transporting the power using AC 
transmission systems has been recognized as the most 
available technology, but for long distance HVDC trans-
mission systems are gaining much attention right now [1]. 
This is because; HVDC not only has low power losses 
especially for long transmission but also it is capable to 
transmit higher power over longer distances. Not only has 
that, but thanks to its high efficiency and flexible control, 
HVDC system been played an increasingly important role 
in asynchronous networks [2-5].
The concept of HVDC system can be categorized as Line 
Commutated Converter HVDC (LCC-HVDC) system and 
Voltage Sourced Converter HVDC (VSC-HVDC) sys-
tem [6]. LCC based on thyristors has the drawbacks of draw-
ing considerable amounts of reactive power to the thyristor 
valves, generating a large number of low order harmon-
ics, and it requires a strong connection to the AC network. 
In addition to that, the power flow reversal with LCC-
HVDC is limited, and it is performed by changing the DC 
voltage polarity [7, 8]. Recently, the advanced power elec-
tronic devices with turn-off capability like Insulated Gate 
Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) have led to the development 
of VSC based HVDC transmission. The principal advan-
tages of VSC-HVDC system is an independent control of 
active and reactive powers and faster power flow control 
with benefits in grid stability, bidirectional active power 
transmission without changing DC voltage polarity, oper-
ation with a weak or passive AC system, and no line com-
mutation problems [4, 8, 9]. Specifically, multi-terminal 
HVDC (MTDC) is ideal for offshore platforms and it can 
also be used for connecting national AC grids with dif-
ferent frequencies [10]. A multi-terminal VSC-HVDC 
system consists of more than two converters connected 
through DC line cables and sharing the same DC bus. It has 
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advantages over point-to-point HVDC transmission sys-
tem one in many aspects such as control flexibility, secu-
rity, reliability, and economy [9, 11].
Many recent works have been done in HVDC converter 
systems, some of them using full back-to-back multilevel 
diode clamped converters [12] which have well known 
attractive features in high voltage and high power applica-
tions [13]. Indeed, multilevel converters have shown some 
significant advantages over traditional two-level convert-
ers. They provide higher power quality at the AC side, can 
operate at higher AC voltage levels and minimize or even 
eliminate the interface transformer, and reduce switching 
losses [12-15]. Generally, multilevel VSC can be divided 
into various topologies such as, Neutral Point Clamped 
(NPC), Flying Capacitor (FC), Cascade H-Bridge (CHB) 
and Modular Multilevel Converters (MMC). Another inter-
esting multilevel topology is proposed in [16-20], known 
as Packed U Cell (PUC). This topology is a combination of 
FC and CHB with reduced number of capacitors and semi-
conductors. However, PUC topology requires complex 
controller to balance capacitor voltages. Within the class 
of multilevel converters, T-type converter is introduced 
as a new topology. This converter is proposed for high-ef-
ficiency systems that allow operation at reducing converter 
cost. During the operating intervals, the number of con-
ducting semiconductors is smaller, representing a reduction 
in total losses. It presents fewer semiconductors because 
it does not need clamped diodes, and simple power circuit; 
consequently, a higher efficiency is achieved [21, 22].
Various control strategies have been proposed to con-
trol VSC-HVDC system [12, 23-25]. Over the past few 
years, an interesting emerging control technique known 
as Direct Power Control (DPC) is proposed [4].
The main idea of DPC proposed in [26] is similar to 
the well-known Direct Torque Control (DTC) proposed 
for induction motors. In the DPC approach, the active and 
reactive powers variables are directly controlled in a man-
ner analogous to torque and flux control in motor drives 
applications [26]. In DPC, there are no internal current 
loops or modulator block. Indeed, the converter switching 
states are selected via a switching table [9]. The main draw-
backs of this control scheme are the variable switching fre-
quency and fast sampling required for a digital implemen-
tation of the hysteresis controllers [27]. These drawbacks 
can be eliminated by replacing the hysteresis compara-
tors and the switching table by a PI controllers and Space 
Vector Modulation (SVM) approach. This method is con-
sidered an effective way to reduce power ripple and it also 
has the advantage of a fixed switching frequency [9].
Recently, a predictive direct power control algorithm 
with SVM approach has been proposed [27, 28]. The idea 
is to combine the conventional DPC algorithm with the 
model predictive control algorithm. The main advantages 
of the proposed control are: no need to use predefined 
switching table, PI-based active and reactive power con-
trol loops are not necessary, high transient dynamic and 
constant switching frequency [27, 28]. However, continu-
ous measurements of the powers quantities are necessary, 
which requires a high number of sensors. 
A Virtual Flux (VF) concept was proposed in [29], which 
basically relates the grid voltage and the AC side inductors 
to a virtual AC motor. The use of VF gives advantages like 
system simplification, isolation between control and power 
circuit part, reliability, and cost reduction [26, 28].
This paper present a direct power control scheme 
with virtual flux concept of five-level T-type multi-ter-
minal VSC-HVDC transmission system based on a pre-
dictive approach. The proposed predictive DPC technique 
operates with constant switching frequency using multi-
level SVM. The control objectives are:
1. controlling the active and reactive power of each net-
work sides, 
2. generating sinusoidal line currents, 
3. regulating the DC bus voltage of the multi-terminal 
VSC-HVDC system, 
4. balancing DC capacitors of the DC buses.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
In Section 2, a mathematical model of the five-level T-type 
VSC-HVDC transmission system is presented. Section 3 
describes the proposed control method. Simulation results 
are presented and illustrated in Section 4. At last, conclu-
sions are drawn in Section 5.
2 System configuration
2.1 Power circuit description
Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of a multi-terminal 
HVDC transmission system connecting AC grid to tow off-
shore wind farms modelled as alternative sources. The gen-
eral structure of VSC-MTDC system is composed by tow 
VSCs based on five-level T-type at the rectifier sides and 
one terminal based on five-level T-type at the inverter side. 
The two independent wind farms inject the power produced 
by the wind farms into the DC grid. A DC cable is used 
to join the terminals to the sending end. Electricity will be 
transferred through a DC cable to the receiving end point, 
and finally reaching inverter terminal. At the inverter termi-
nal, electricity will be converted from DC back to AC.
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2.2 Modeling and analysis of five-level T-type converter
Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of a five-level T-type 
converter in which the DC-link consists of four capacitors 
C1k , C2k , C3k and C4k .
Five-level T-type topology is composed by dual three-
level T-type modules. Each leg consists of eight active 
switches and two clamping diodes [22]. These switches oper-
ate in switch pairs S Sijk ijk,( ) , i a b c= , , , and j =1 2 3 4, , ,  
and in a complementary manner.
Considering voltage of node "0" as the reference volt-
age, the switching combinations to synthesize different 
voltage levels of the five-level T-type converter are sum-
marized in Table 1.
Fig. 1 Configuration of the proposed MTDC system
Fig. 2 Main circuit of five-level T-type converter (k = 1, 2, 3)
Table 1 The arrangement of channels Definition of T-type converter 
switching states
Si k1 Si k2 Si k3 Si k4 Si k1 Si k2 Si k3 Si k4 vi k0
1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 v vC k C k3 4+
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 vC k3
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 −vC k2
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 − +( )v vC k C k1 2
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The switching functions of the five-level T-type con-
verter of Fig. 2 are expressed as
F S S S S
F S S S S
F S S S
x k x k x k x k x k
x k x k x k x k x k
x k x k x k x
4 4 3 2 1
3 4 3 2 1
2 4 3 2
=
=
= k x k
x k x k x k x k x k
S
F S S S S
x a b c
1
1 4 3 2 1
=
= , , .  (1)
The expressions of instantaneous converters phase 
voltages are given by
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where vtxk , x a b c= , ,  are the output voltages of the T-type 
converter and vCjk are the capacitor voltages of Cjk .
The dynamic equations of AC side in αβ reference are 
expressed as
di
dt L
v v R i
di
dt L
v v R i
k
s
t k s k s k
k
s
t k s k s k
α
α α α
β
β β β
= − −( )
= − −( )
1
1
 (3)
where i
αk
 and i
βk
 are the line current components, v
tαk
 and 
v
tβk
 are the converter output voltage components, v
sαk
 and 
v
sβk
 are the αβ axes components of the source voltage vector 
and Rs , Ls represent series connected phase reactors.
On the other hand, the DC side is governed by
dV
dt
i
C
P
C V
dck dck
eqk
k
eqk dck
= −  (4)
where Vdck is the DC bus voltage, idck is the current of 
the line transmission, Pk is the power of DC-side and 
C C jeq jk= =4 1 2 3 4, , , ,  is the DC-link equivalent 
capacitance.
3 Virtual flux predictive direct power control
Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed vir-
tual flux PDPC strategy for multi-terminal VSC-HVDC 
system. The first and second converters are responsible 
to control active power exchanges; the third converter is 
devoted to regulate the DC voltage, while the reactive 
power is controlled by all ends [27, 28].
The estimated active and reactive powers and their ref-
erences are used as input variables of the predictive con-
trol algorithm block. At the beginning of each sampling 
period, the average voltage vector, which allows cancel-
lation of instantaneous active and reactive power track-
ing errors at the end of the sampling period, is computed. 
Then, the five-level SVM technique is used to generate 
a sequence of switching states of each converter to achieve 
the control objective with constant switching frequency.
The virtual flux concept is based on a duality with 
induction motor fed by a PWM inverter, where Rs and Ls 
represent the stator resistance and leakage inductance of 
the virtual motor [28].
The virtual flux estimator is based on Eq. (5)
ψ
ψ
α α
β β
s k s k
s k s k
v dt
v dt
=
=
∫
∫
.  (5)
In general, Rs can be neglected. So, the relation between 
flux and voltage can be derived as
ψ
ψ
α α α
β β β
s k t k s k
s k t k s k
v dt L i
v dt L i
= −
= −
∫
∫
.  (6)
The estimated active and reactive powers can be 
expressed by the following formulas
P i i
Q i i
k k s k k s k k
k k s k k s k k
= −( )
= +( )
ω ψ ψ
ω ψ ψ
α β β α
α α β β
 (7)
where ωk is the angular frequency.
The active and reactive power derivatives are given 
as follows
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d
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For three-phase balanced system, the following rela-
tions can be written as
ψ
ω
ψ
ω ψ
ψ
ω
ψ
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α
β α
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By replacing powers by their terms, Eq. (8) becomes
dP
dt
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.  (10)
If the sampling period Te is infinitely small com-
pared with the fundamental period. The discretization of 
Eq. (10) yields
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where ΔPk (k) and ΔQk (k) are the variations in active and 
reactive powers, given by
∆
∆
P k P k P k
Q k Q k Q k
k k k
k k k
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( ) = +( ) − ( )
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1
.  (12)
From Eq. (12), predictive values of the powers can be 
expressed as follows
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(13)
Since the control objective is to force active and reac-
tive powers to be equal to their reference values at the next 
sampling period, and neglecting the effect of the series 
resistance, Eq. (13) can be rewritten as follows
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By replacing P kk ref_ +( )1  and Q kk ref_ +( )1  by their 
expressions, Eq. (14) becomes
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where epk (k) and eqk (k) are the errors of the active and reac-
tive power respectively, defined by Eqs. (16) and (17)
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So, the required average voltage vector is expressed 
as follows
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4 Five-level space vector modulation with balanced 
strategy
In a five-level T-type converter, there are 125 possible 
switch combinations. The switch combinations are repre-
sented by ordered sets S S Sa b c( ) , where Sa b c, , , , , ,∈{ }0 1 2 3 4  
are the states of the converter's leg.
As shown in Fig. 3, all the 125 switching vectors can be 
sorted into four centered hexagons. The diagram of space 
vectors can be divided into six sectors with every sector 
further divided into sixteen triangles [30].
Projection of three-phase reference voltages into the αβ 
plane is a vector called the reference voltage vector v∗ ; 
it rotates counter-clockwise with angular frequency of ωk 
as shown in Fig. 3.
A five-level SVM is a discrete type of modulation tech-
nique in which a voltage reference vector vk∗  (computed 
by predictive direct power control algorithm) is synthe-
sized by the time average of a number of appropriate 
switching state vectors [28]. When the reference voltage 
vector is located in a known sector at any sampling period, 
the tip of the voltage vector lies in a triangle formed by the 
three switching vectors adjacent to it, (see Fig. 3).
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The adjacent vectors necessary to synthesize the refer-
ence voltage vector are related by
v v v v
1 1 2 2 3 3
3 3 3
t t t T
t t t T
k e
e
+ + =
+ + =
∗
 (18)
where Ts is the switching period, v1 , v2 and v3 are the switch-
ing vectors adjacent to the reference voltage vector, and t1 , 
t2 and t3 are their on-duration time intervals, respectively.
Then to build the reference voltage vector vk∗ , the five-
level SVM has three main steps [29, 30]:
• Determination of the space vector location.
• Duration time calculation.
• Pulses generation.
In the five-level T-type converter, the voltages of 
the four series-connected DC-link capacitors must be con-
fined to Vdck 4  to take advantage of the five-level T-type 
converter. The DC-voltage PI controller regulates only 
the total DC voltage Vdck . For this reason, the DC-capacitor 
voltages are kept equals using five-level SVM that takes 
advantages of redundant switching states to counteract 
the DC voltages drift phenomenon [30].
The adopted control method used to balance the DC 
capacitor voltages is called the minimum energy prop-
erty [9]. The balancing algorithm selects a combination 
of three adjacent redundant switching vectors that mini-
mize the total energy stored in the DC-link capacitors; this 
energy reaches its minimum when all capacitor voltages 
are balanced [30].
5 Simulation results
In Section 5, both VF-DPC and proposed VF-PDPC 
of the VSC-MTDC system were simulated using 
Matlab™ / Simulink environment using the parameters 
gathered in Table 2.
Two simulations scenario have been performed to eval-
uate the system operation:
1. active power changes and 
2. disconnection of the second unit.
The active power reference values of the wind farms 
are modeled by nonlinear functions, in order to emulate 
those generated from real wind variations.
5.1 Case 1: Variation of reference power
Fig. 4 shows dynamic responses of the DC-link voltages 
of VSC based MTDC transmission system. The DC volt-
age of the MTDC system remains around its reference 
value, and does not impacted by the active power varia-
tions in both control strategies.
In Fig. 5, both first and second units inject an active 
power about 100 MW to the DC grid, whereas the reac-
tive powers of all units are kept at theirs null values to 
achieve a unity power factor operation. It is clearly shown 
that the active and reactive power track their respective 
references quickly and accurately in both control methods. 
However, the active and reactive power ripples are smaller 
using the proposed VF-PDPC.
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that the DC capacitor volt-
ages are balanced at their reference values with small rip-
ple which confirms the effectiveness of the five-level SVM 
equipped with balancing strategy.
Table 2 Simulation parameters
Parameter Value
Rated power 200 MW
Source voltage Vsk_ref 10 kV
DC-link voltage Vdc_ref 25 kV
Frequencies of the grid f1 , f2 , f3 60 Hz, 60 Hz, 50 Hz
Line impedance Rs , Ls 0.04 Ω, 0.006 H
DC-link capacitance Ckj 500 µF
Cable length 100 km
Cable resistance rdc 0.699 Ω/km
Cable inductance ldc 0.19 mH/km
Cable capacitance cdc 308 µF/km
Fig. 3 Space voltage vectors for a five-level T-type converter
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Fig. 4 Simulation results of DC-links voltages: 
(a) with VF-DPC-SVM control, (b) with VF-PDPC-SVM control
Fig. 5 Simulation results of active and reactive power: 
(a)-(c) with VF-DPC-SVM control, 
(d)-(f) with VF-PDPC-SVM control
The total harmonic distortion (THD) values of AC side 
currents of all units for both VF-DPC and VF-PDPC are 
presented in Fig. 7. It can be noticed that the line currents 
THD obtained with VF-DPC are 1.35 %, 1.34 % and 0.96 % 
for Unit1, Unit2, and Unit3, respectively. However, with 
the proposed VF-PDPC the line currents THD are reduced 
to 0.75 %, 0.76 % and 0.18 %, respectively, which prove 
the effectiveness of the proposed VF-PDPC over VF-DPC 
for this operating condition.
5.2 Case 2: Unit disconnection
In this test, at instant t = 0.5 s, the first unit is disconnected, 
whereas the second unit remains injecting the same power 
level. Fig. 8 indicates that the DC voltage of each terminal 
is maintained close to its reference even after the Unit1 
disconnection.
Fig. 9 presents active and reactive power exchange of 
all terminals after Unit1 disconnection. As it is expected, 
the injected active power by the first unit is stepped down 
from 100 MW to 0, while the reactive power was kept null 
with a significant fluctuations when the traditional VF-DPC 
is used (see Fig. 9 (b)). However, it is clear that the proposed 
VF-PDPC presents much lower power ripples. Indeed, the 
first unit reactive power ripples are significantly reduced.
6 Conclusion
The purpose of this paper was to present a theoretical 
study with simulation of virtual flux predictive direct 
power control for a five-level T-type multi-terminal trans-
mission system.
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Fig. 7 Total harmonic distortion (THD) of line currents: 
(a)-(c) with VF-DPC-SVM control, 
(d)-(f) with VF-PDPC-SVM control
Fig. 6 Simulation results of DC capacitors voltages: 
(a)-(c) with VF-DPC-SVM control, 
(d)-(f) with VF-PDPC-SVM control
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Fig. 8 Simulation results of DC-links voltages during converter disconnection: (a) with VF-DPC-SVM control (b) with VF-PDPC-SVM control
The VF-PDPC is based on the virtual flux predictive 
control algorithm to deliver the average voltage vec-
tor, which ensures a good and accurate regulation of 
active and reactive power. One can see that the proposed 
VF-PDPC control algorithm is simple since the coordi-
nate transformation, current regulation loops, and AC 
voltage sensors are not required. Furthermore, thanks to 
the five-level SVM application a constant switching fre-
quency is achieved.
The simulation results prove that the proposed control 
strategy gives high performance of the multi-terminal 
VSC-MTDC transmission system compared with tradi-
tional VF-DPC in terms of powers flow, grid current wave-
forms quality and active and reactive power ripples.
Fig. 9 Simulation results of active and reactive power during the first unit disconnection:  
(a)-(c) with VF-DPC-SVM control, (d)-(f) with VF-PDPC-SVM control
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